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ON THE DIPOLE PICTUREIN THE NONFORWARD DIRECTIONJ. Bartelsay, K. Gole-Biernatb;az and K. PetersaxaII. Institut für Theoretishe Physik, Universität Hamburg,Luruper Chaussee 149, 22761 Hamburg, GermanybH. Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, Poland(Reeived April 22, 2003)Dediated to Jan Kwiei«ski in honour of his 65th birthdayWe alulate, for nonzero momentum transfer, the dipole formula forthe high energy behaviour of elasti and quasielasti sattering of a virtualphoton. We obtain an expression of the nonforward photon impat fa-tor and of the nonforward photon wave funtion, and we give a physialinterpretation.PACS numbers: 12.38.�t 1. IntrodutionThe olour dipole piture [1, 2℄ of deep inelasti sattering at small xhas turned out to be very useful in desribing, at low Q2, the transitionfrom pQCD to nonperturbative strong interations. In a �rst sequene ofattempts models for the dipole ross setion have been formulated in order todesribe the interation between the quark�antiquark pair and the proton inthe forward diretion [3�7℄. Equivalently, in these models the interation isintegrated over the full region of impat parameter b. More reently, atten-tion has been given to the t-dependene of di�rative vetor prodution indeep inelasti sattering. HERA data show signi�ant di�erenes omparedto hadron�hadron sattering. For example, in J=	 prodution, the t-slope issmaller, indiating a smaller transverse extension of the sattering system.Also, shrinkage is onsiderably smaller, hinting at a quite di�erent piturein impat parameter spae. A phenomenologial analysis in [2℄ investigatesy email: bartels�x4u2.desy.dez e-mail: gole�mail.desy.dex e-mail: krisztian.peters�desy.de (3051)



3052 J. Bartels, K. Gole-Biernat, K. Petersthe beginning of saturation at small impat parameter and low Q2. It there-fore seems natural to understand the dipole piture at nonzero momentumtransfer, and then to searh for models for the dipole ross setion whihdepend upon the impat parameter b.First alulations of the photon impat fator for real photons in thenonforward diretion have been presented rather long time ago [8, 9℄. Theresults have been obtained in momentum spae, but at that time no at-tempt has been made to �nd an interpretation in terms of the photon wavefuntion and a dipole ross setion. More reently, the nonforward pho-ton impat fator to an o�-shell inoming and real outgoing photon withmassless quarks has been given in [11, 12℄, and in [10, 13℄ the nonforwarddi�rative prodution of a vetor partile has been analysed. Finally, in [14℄the nonforward di�rative prodution of a (massive) quark�antiquark pairhas been studied, but the result has not been presented in a form whih isonvenient for the olour dipole piture analysis mentioned above.In this paper we present an analysis of the nonforward photon impatfator for all photon heliities, using massive quarks and the general kine-mati �(Q2+)! �(Q2�), and we present our result in the form of the olourdipole piture: (photon wave funtion)�(olour dipole ross setion)�(photonwave funtion). We �nd the form of the (nonforward) photon wave funtionand of the dipole ross setion, and we give a physial interpretation in thein�nite momentum frame. Transforming to impat parameter, the dipoleross setion will be shown to depend upon the distane between one ofthe quarks of the olour dipole and the target. For open quark antiquarkprodution we show that the integrated di�rative ross setion an be ex-pressed in terms of the same nonforward dipole ross setion as the elasti� ! � sattering amplitude.Our paper will be organised as follows. We �rst (Setion 2) alulate,in momentum spae, the high energy behaviour of the elasti satteringproess � + � ! � + � in lowest order QCD. The resulting formulaleads to the nonforward photon impat fator whih, when transformed totransverse oordinate spae, leads to the photon wave funtion and to thenonforward dipole sattering amplitude (Setion 3). The transformation toimpat parameter is done in Setion 4, and a physial interpretation is givenin the in�nite momentum frame. Setion 5 brie�y desribes the nonforwarddipole formula for �p sattering, and in Setion 6 we present the formulafor open quark�antiquark prodution.2. Nonforward impat fatorsTo be de�nitive, let us onsider elasti �� sattering at high energiesand small (but nonzero) momentum transfer. In order to have a non-fallingross setion we onsider the lowest order diagrams with two-gluon exhange.



On the Dipole Piture in the Nonforward Diretion 3053The sattering amplitude takes the form:A(s; l) = is2 Z d2k(2�)3 �(q; k; l)(k + l)2 �(p;�k;�l)(k � l)2 : (1)The four diagrams whih ontribute to the photon impat fator � are shownin Fig. 1. As usual, the integration of the two longitudinal omponents ofthe loop momenta are absorbed into the de�nition of the impat fators, andthe intermediate quark lines inside the impat fator are taken on-shell. Ourtask here is the alulation of the photon impat fator, and its interpretationin transverse oordinate spae.
(a) (b)

(c) (d)

u� qq + l q � lk + l k � l

1

Fig. 1. The diagrams ontributing to the impat fator.We �rst do the alulation in momentum spae, and we ompute thedisontinuity of the sattering amplitude. The assignment of the loop mo-mentum is illustrated in Fig. 1; in all four graphs, the momenta of the utquark lines are idential, e.g. u � q for the upper quark line. We use Su-dakov variable with the light one vetors p0 = p+ yq, y ' �p2=2p � q andq0 = q + xp, x ' �q2=2p � q. For the inoming and outgoing photon weintrodue the invariantsQ2� = �(q � l)2; s � (p+ q)2 ' 2 p0 � q0; t = (2 l)2: (2)The other photons involved in the proess have similar expressions with themomentum p instead of q. We write the momenta:u= � q0 + � p0 + u? ;k = �k q0 + �k p0 + k? ;l= �l q0 + �l p0 + l? : (3)



3054 J. Bartels, K. Gole-Biernat, K. PetersIn terms of these parameters the photon virtualities areQ2� ' (x� �l)s� l2? ; (4)where we used the fat that �l � jtj=s� 1 in the high energy limit. In thefollowing we use the Eulidian form of the transverse momenta marked inboldfae, i.e. k2? = �k2 < 0. In the high energy limit, we also approximatethe numerator of the exhanged gluons by the �rst term in the deompositiong�� = 2s (p0�q0� + p0�q0�) + g?�� : (5)With these simpli�ations, the integral of the �rst diagram takes the follow-ing form:�s e2Xf q2f s2 Z d�k2� Z d� d� d2u?(2�)4� Æ[(� � 1)(� � x)s+ u2? �m2f ℄ Æ[�(� � �k)s+ (u� k)2? �m2f ℄[�(���l)s+(u� l)2?�m2f ℄[(��1)(���k+x��l)s+(u�k�l)2?�m2f ℄�Tr["=(q+l)(u=�k=�q=�l=+m2f )p=0(u=�q=+m2f )"=(q�l)(u=�l=+m2f )p=0(u=�k=+m2f )℄:(6)Performing the two �-integration with the delta funtions leads to the fol-lowing relations �k = (u� k)2? �m2f�s + u2? �m2f(1� �)s � x ; (7)� = u2? �m2f(1� �)s � x : (8)For longitudinally polarized photons, the polarization vetors read:"L(q � l) = 1jQ�j �(1� �l) q0 +�x� �l � 2l2?s � p0 � l?� ; (9)The alulation of the trae in Eq. (6) greatly simpli�es if we make use ofthe Ward identity, i.e. the addition of a vetor proportional to q � l to thepolarization vetor does not hange the result. In this way the q0 dependeneof "L an be eliminated. The trae is omputed in terms of Sudakov variablesusing the fat that p0 and q0 are light one vetors. After summing theontributions orresponding to the four diagrams in Fig. 1, given by the



On the Dipole Piture in the Nonforward Diretion 3055integrals of the type (6), the impat fator for the longitudinally polarizedphotons takes the form:�LL(q; k; l) = �spN2 � 1 e2 Xf q2f 4p4� jQ+jjQ�j 1Z0 d� Z d2u(2�)2� �2(1� �)2 � 1D+1 � 1D+2 �� 1D�1 � 1D�2 � : (10)The four terms have been written in a fatorised form, eah of them orre-sponds to one Feynman graph in Fig. 1, where we have used:D�1 = (u� (1� �)l)2 + �(1� �)Q2� + m2f ; (11)D�2 = (u� k � �l)2 + �(1 � �)Q2� + m2f : (12)Setting t = 0 one gets the well known expression in the forward dire-tion. In the same way we alulate the transverse impat fator where thetransverse polarization vetor reads:"(h)T (q � l) = "(h)? � 2l? � "(h)?s (q0 � p0 � l?) ; (13)where h = � denotes two heliity states and"(h)? = 1p2 (0; 1;� i; 0) : (14)After some algebra and the use of the Ward identity, the expression for thetransverse impat fator beomes:�(ij)TT (q; k; l) = �spN2 � 1e2 Xf q2f p4� 1Z0 d� Z d2u(2�)2�(�4�(1 � �) "i � N+1D+1 � N+2D+2 ! N�1D�1 � N�2D�2 ! � "�j+ "i � "�j " N+1D+1 � N+2D+2 ! � N�1D�1 � N�2D�2 !+ m2f � 1D+1 � 1D+2 �� 1D�1 � 1D�2 ��� ; (15)where "j = 1=p2(1;�i) (16)



3056 J. Bartels, K. Gole-Biernat, K. Petersare two-dimensional polarization vetors orresponding to the two transversepolarizations j = �. Again, it was possible to write the result in a fatorisedform where we used the following de�nitions:N�1 = u� (1� �)l N�2 = u� k � �l : (17)Setting t = 0 and summing over the two heliity states, one gets the well-known expressions in the forward diretion, see e.g. [15℄. This result alsoagrees with the one for real photons obtained in [8℄.Finally, with the same proedure one an study the impat fator forthe inoming photon longitudinally polarized while the outgoing photon istransversely polarized.� (j)LT (q; k; l) = �spN2 � 1 e2Xf q2f 2 jQ+jp4� 1Z0 d� Z d2u(2�)2� �(1� �)(1 � 2�)� 1D+1 � 1D+2 � N�1D�1 � N�2D�2 ! � "�j : (18)It is important to realize that the impat fator �LT is nonzero in the nonfor-ward diretion in ontrast to the forward ase. This orrets the statementmade in the analysis [12℄ in whih �LT = 0 in the nonforward ase waslaimed. The reason for �LT 6= 0 is the symmetry property of the integrandof the integral over � in Eq. (18). While in the forward ase (l = 0) theintegrand is antisymmetri with respet to the transformation �! (1��),thus giving zero after the integration over �, it beomes symmetri in thenonforward ase (l 6= 0), leading to the nonzero result.3. Formulation in the oordinate spaeIt is instrutive to transform these results to oordinate spae. We startfrom the general formulae:1k2 + Æ2 = Z d2r2� eik�rK0(Ær) ;kk2 + Æ2 = Z d2r2� eik�r i Æ rr K1(Ær) ; (19)where K0;1(z) are modi�ed Bessel funtions. Let us onentrate �rst on thelongitudinal impat fator. After using the �rst relation from the above,



On the Dipole Piture in the Nonforward Diretion 3057Eq. (10) takes the form�LL(q; k; l) = �spN2 � 1e2Xf q2f4p4�jQ+jjQ�j 1Z0 d��2(1��)2Z d2u(2�)2�Z d2r2� eiu�r �ei(1��)l�r � e�i(k+�l)�r�K0(Æ+r)��Z d2r02� eiu�r0�e�i(1��)l�r0�e�i(k��l)�r0�K0(Æ�r0)�� ; (20)where Æ2� = �(1 � �)Q2� + m2f : The integration over u leads to the deltafuntion, Z d2u(2�)2 eiu�(r�r0) = Æ2(r � r0) ;whih allows to perform the integration over r0. Thus we obtain�LL(q; k; l) = �spN2 � 1 e2Xf q2f4p4� jQ+jjQ�j 1Z0 d� Z d2r(2�)2��2(1� �)2 ei(1��)l�r K0(Æ�r)| {z } �1�e�i(k+l)�r��1�ei(k�l)�r� ei(1��)l�r K0(Æ+r)| {z } :(21)It is important to note that the integrand (the seond line) in (21) is in-variant under the transformation: � ! 1 � � and r ! �r. This re�etsthe symmetry of the dipole formula under the interhange of quark andantiquark.The underlined elements in (21) are proportional to the light-one wavefuntions of the longitudinal inoming and outgoing photons. To be preise,in the nonforward ase the longitudinal photon wave funtion 	0�0� (where�0(�) = � denotes the heliity of the (anti)quark) for a given �avour f isgiven by	0+�(q � l; r; �) = 	0�+= e qf2�3=2 pN �(1� �) jQ�jK0(Æ�r) e�i(1��)l�r	0++ = 	0��=0 : (22)The above wave funtion di�ers from the photon wave funtion with onlylongitudinal momentum, known from the total ross setion for the ��sattering [1℄, by the exponential fator involving transverse momentum l



3058 J. Bartels, K. Gole-Biernat, K. Petersand the longitudinal momentum fration � (this fator has also been foundin [10, 11℄). It has important onsequenes for the disussion of the impatparameter representation presented in the next setion. Summarising, theimpat fator (21) in the oordinate spae beomes�LL(q; k; l) = 4�3=2 �s pN2 � 1N 1Z0 d�Z d2r�1�e�i(k+l)�r��1�ei(k�l)�r��Xf X�0� n	0�0�(q � l; r; �)	0�0�(q + l; r; �)o ; (23)where 	 is omplex onjugate to 	 . Inserting this relation into the formula(1) for the �� sattering amplitude, we �nd for the longitudinally polarizedexternal photonsALL(s; l) = isZ d2r1 Z d2r1 1Z0 d�1 1Z0 d�2�Xf1 X�0� n	0�0�(q � l; r1; �1)	0�0�(q + l; r1; �1)o�N(r1; r2; l)�Xf2 X�0� n	0�0�(p+ l; r2; �2)	0�0�(p� l; r2; �2)o ; (24)where N(r1; r2; l) is the sattering amplitude of two dipoles of the transversesize r1 and r2 with the momentum transfer 2l, in the two gluon exhangeapproximationN(r1; r2; l) = �2s (N2 � 1)N2 Z d2k(k + l)2(k � l)2� �1� e�i(k+l)�r1��1� ei(k�l)�r1��1� ei(k+l)�r2��1� e�i(k�l)�r2� :(25)Let us onentrate now on the impat fator for transverse photons �(ij)TT ,Eq. (15). Using formulas (19) and repeating the steps presented in thelongitudinal ase, we obtain



On the Dipole Piture in the Nonforward Diretion 3059�(ij)TT (q; k; l) =�spN2 � 1e2Xf q2fp4� 1Z0 d�Z d2r(2�)2 �1� e�i(k+l)�r��1� ei(k�l)�r����4�(1� �)�"j � rr Æ�K1(Æ�r)e�i(1��)l�r���"i � rr Æ+K1(Æ+r)ei(1��)l�r�+Æij �Æ�K1(Æ�r) e�i(1��)l�r�� �Æ+K1(Æ+r) ei(1��)l�r�+Æij m2f �K0(Æ�r) e�i(1��)l�r�� �K0(Æ+r) ei(1��)l�r�� ; (26)where we used the fat that "i � "�j = Æij . The above formula an be writtenin a similar form as Eq. (23) using heliity wave funtions�(ij)TT (q; k; l) =4�3=2�spN2 � 1N 1Z0 d� Z d2r �1� e�i(k+l)�r��1� ei(k�l)�r��Xf X�0� n	 j�0�(q � l; r; �)	 i�0�(q + l; r; �)o (27)where i; j are the heliities of the inoming and outgoing photon, respe-tively, and �0(�) denotes the heliity of the (anti)quark. The photon wavefuntions are de�ned in terms of these heliities as:	++�(q � l; r; �) = i e qf2�3=2 pN � "+ � rr Æ�K1(Æ�r)e�i(1��)l�r; (28)	�+�(q � l; r; �) =� ieqf2�3=2pN(1��)"� � rr Æ�K1(Æ�r)e�i(1��)l�r;(29)	+�+(q � l; r; �) =� ieqf2�3=2pN(1��)"+ � rr Æ�K1(Æ�r)e�i(1��)l�r;(30)	��+(q � l; r; �) = i e qf2�3=2 pN � "� � rr Æ�K1(Æ�r) e�i(1��)l�r; (31)	+++ = 	���(q � l; r; �) = e qf(2�)3=2 pNmf K0(Æ�r) e�i(1��)l�r; (32)	+�� = 	�++ = 0 : (33)



3060 J. Bartels, K. Gole-Biernat, K. PetersAgain, the exponentials in the above are due to the transverse momentumof the photons. Similar wave funtions were de�ned in [11℄ and [14℄. Thedi�erene between referene [11℄ and our results lies in the minus sign in(29) and (30), and we found a di�erent relative normalisation between (32)and the rest of the nonzero wave funtions (28)�(31) ompared to [14℄. It isimportant to realize that in the forward ase, when l = 0 and i = j, afterthe summation over the two transverse polarizations, the expression in theurly brakets in Eq. (26) beomes a well known expression for the squareof the photon wave funtion in forward kinematisj	T(q; r; �)j2 � Xf e2f �[�2 + (1� �)2℄ Æ2K21 (Ær) +m2f K20 (Ær)	 ;where Æ2 = �(1 � �)Q2 +m2f . The struture of the full �� amplitude fortransverse photons is the same as in Eq. (24) with the wave funtion fatorsreplaed by those in the urly brakets in Eq. (27).For ompleteness we also present the formula for the impat fator withmixed polarization (18)� (j)LT (k; l) =4�3=2�s pN2 � 1N 1Z0 d� Z d2r �1� e�i(k+l)�r��1� ei(k�l)�r��Xf X�0� n	 j�0�(q � l; r; �)	0�0�(q + l; r; �)o : (34)In eah presented ase the �� sattering amplitude A(s; l) has the formof Eq. (24) with the wave funtion replaement whih takes into aountheliities of the external photons.4. Impat parameterIn our notation, the four-momentum transfer squared t between the twoq�q systems is given by the transverse two-dimensional vetor � = 2l, i.e.t = ��2. The impat parameter b is de�ned as a Fourier onjugate variableto �, and the �� sattering amplitude in the impat parameter spae isgiven by ~A(s; b) = Z d2�(2�)2 eib��A(s;�) : (35)Performing this integral, we keep the total energyps as well as virtualities ofthe external photons, Q2� and P 2�, �xed. Let us onentrate on the amplitude



On the Dipole Piture in the Nonforward Diretion 3061for longitudinal photons (24) with the wave funtion (22). The dependeneon � (or l) resides in the exponential fators in the wave funtions and thedipole�dipole sattering amplitude N(r1; r2;�), Eq. (25). Thus performingthe transformation (35) the amplitude (24) we �nd~A(s; b) = isZ d2r1 Z d2r1 1Z0 d�1 1Z0 d�2�Xf1 X�0� �	�0�(Q�; r1; �1)	�0�(Q+; r1; �1)	� ~N(r1; r2; b+ (1� �1)r1 + (1� �2)r2)�Xf2 X�0� �	�0�(P+; r2; �2)	�0�(P�; r2; �2)	 : (36)The wave funtions above are the forward photon wave funtions with theindiated photon virtualities, given by Eqs. (28) with the exponential fatorsbeing removed. This is due to the fat that, when transforming to impatparameter, we have to inlude the momentum transfer dependene of thesefators into the de�nition of the dipole�dipole sattering amplitude ~N :~N(r1; r2; b+ (1� �1)r1 + (1� �2)r2)= Z d2�(2�)2 ei(b+(1��1)r1+(1��2)r2)�� N(r1; r2;�) : (37)From (37) we see that, in the dipole�dipole sattering amplitude, the de-pendene upon the impat parameter ontains an �-dependent shift relativeto the impat parameter b whih refers to the external photon Eq. (35):b ! b + (1 � �1)r1 + (1 � �2)r2. Furthermore, as we have already re-marked after Eq. (21), the dipole sattering amplitude (for �xed transversedipole sizes and longitudinal momenta) is invariant under the interhanges�1 ! (1� �1), r1 ! �r1 or/and �2 ! (1� �2), r2 ! �r2.Let us give a physial interpretation of this result. In the high energylimit, the inoming photon and the quark�antiquark pair are onvenientlydesribed in an in�nite momentum frame. In this frame, as it has been shownmany years ago [16,17℄, there exists a subgroup of the Poinare group whihis isomorphi to the symmetry group of Galilei transformations in nonrela-tivisti two-dimensional quantum mehanis. This two dimensional motiontakes plae in the transverse plane, and the longitudinal momentum playsthe role of the nonrelativisti mass. In our ase of dipole�dipole satteringwe hoose the upper inoming photon to move in the positive z-diretion, i.e.



3062 J. Bartels, K. Gole-Biernat, K. Petersin light one variables q has a large q+ omponent. Inside the upper impatfator, the upper quark line with longitudinal momentum fration 1 � �1arries the 'mass' mu = (1 � �1)q+, whereas the lower quark line has the'mass' ml = �1q+. The vetor r1 denotes the transverse distane betweenthe upper and lower quark line, and the impat parameter b is the transversedistane between the two inoming photons. If we interpret the upper in-oming photon as being in the enter of mass of the upper quark�antiquarksystem, see Fig. 2, the two vetorsb+ mumu +mlr1 = b+ (1� �1)r1 (38)and b� mlmu +ml r1 = b� �1r1 (39)denote the position of the upper and lower quark, respetively. A similarargument holds for the lower dipole, i.e. the vetorb+ (1� �1) r1 + (1� �2) r2 (40)denotes the distane between the upper quark line in the upper dipole andthe lower quark line in the lower dipole. The peuliar b-dependene ofEq. (37) then says that the interation between the upper and lower olourdipoles depends upon the distane between one of the two quarks of theupper dipole and one of the quarks in the lower dipole (and not upon thedistane b between the enter of mass oordinates of the two dipoles). More-over, beause of the symmetry under � ! 1 � �, r ! �r we are free tointerhange the quarks inside one of the two olour dipoles.
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On the Dipole Piture in the Nonforward Diretion 3063Finally, the appearane of the phase fators expf�i(1 � �)l � rg in (28)an be understood as follows. Inverting (19) we �nd, for example, for theupper inoming longitudinal photonK0(Æ+r) ei(1��)lr = Z d2k2� e�i(k�(1��)l)�r 1k2 + Æ2+ ; (41)i.e. the momentum onjugate to the transverse distane r is (k � (1 � �)l)rather than k. The inoming photon arries transverse momentum l andsplits into quark and antiquark with longitudinal and transverse momenta(1 � �, k) and (�, �k + l), respetively. In the in�nite momentum framethis orresponds to the masses m1 = (1 � �)q+ and m2 = �q+. Fromnonrelativisti mehanis we know that the relative momentum of the quark�antiquark pair (i.e. the momentum onjugate to the relative oordinate r)is given bym2m1 +m2p1 � m1m1 +m2p2 = �k � (1� �)(�k + l) = k � (1� �)l : (42)So the appearane of the phase fator looks very natural.5. Nonforward dipole�proton sattering amplitudeIn a ase when the lower photon is replaed by the proton, an uninte-grated gluon distribution f(x�; ;k; l) appears [18℄, where x� = Q2�=s andthe adopted notation means that f depends on both the variables. Thus,stritly speaking, f is a nondiagonal (skewed or generalised) unintegratedgluon distribution sine both the longitudinal and transverse momenta ofthe exhanged gluons, k � l, are not equal, see Fig. 2. In the proton ase,the amplitude (1) readsA(s; l =�=2) = is2 Z d2k(2�)3 �(q;k; l)(k+ l)2 f(x�;k; l)(k� l)2 : (43)Repeating the steps from Setion 3, we �nd in the oordinate spae theanalogue of Eq. (24)A(s; l =�=2)= isZ d2r 1Z0 d�Xf X�0� �	�0�(q � l; r; �)N(x�; r; l)	�0�(q + l; r; �)	 ;(44)



3064 J. Bartels, K. Gole-Biernat, K. Peterswhere now N(x�; r; l) is a nonforward dipole�proton sattering amplitudeN(x�; r; l) = �s4�3=2pN2 � 1N�Z d2k(k + l)2(k � l)2 �1� e�i(k+l)�r��1� ei(k�l)�r� f(x�;k; l) : (45)In the impat parameter representation we have:~A(s; b) =isZ d2r 1Z0 d�Xf X�0� n	�0�(Q�; r; �) ~N (x�; r; b+(1��)r)	�0�(Q+; r; �)o(46)with~N(x�; r; b+ (1� �)r)1 = Z d2�(2�)2 ei(b+(1��)r)��N(x�; r; l =�=2): (47)Again, there are forward photon wave funtions in (46) sine the nonforwardexponentials are inorporated into (47). As we have mentioned before, thisexpression is invariant under the replaement: �! 1�� and r ! �r, whihan be easily seen by inserting (45) into (47) and performing the symmetrytransformation.For ompleteness we also quote the formula for di�rative vetor produ-tion in the nonforward diretion [10℄, e.g. for the prodution of longitudinal�-mesons. In our kinematis, the impat fator has the form (44), with thewave funtion for the outgoing photon, 	(q� l; r; �), being replaed by themeson wave funtion:	(q � l; r; �) ! 	�(r; �) e�i(1��)lr : (48)As in the ase of �� sattering, the extra phase fator aounts for thenonzero transverse momentum of the vetor partile.6. Open quark�antiquark produtionIn the �nal step of our disussion we remove, in the upper dipole system,the wave funtion of the outgoing photon, i.e. we onsider the di�rativeprodution of an open quark�antiquark pair in the nonforward diretion,� + p ! (q�q) + p. We follow our previous notation: the inoming photonarries the momentum q + l, and the outgoing antiquark and quark have



On the Dipole Piture in the Nonforward Diretion 3065the momenta q � u and u � l, respetively. The sattering amplitude hasthe form (43) with the replaement: �(q; k; l) ! ��!(q�q)�0� (q; u; k; l). Forthe longitudinal photon, the new impat fator for open quark�antiquarkprodution is given by:�0;�!(q�q)+� (q;u;k; l) = 2 (2�)3=2�ssN2 � 1N ef [�(1� �)℄3=2 jQ+j�� 1D(u+(1��)l) + 1D(u�(1+�)l) � 1D(u+k��l) � 1D(u�k��l)�(49)with D(k) = k2 + �(1 � �)Q2+ = k2 + Æ2+. Inserting (19), we arrive at:�0;�!(q�q)+� (q;u;k; l) = 2 (2�)3=2�ssN2 � 1N ef [�(1 � �)℄3=2 jQ+j�Z d2r02� eiu�r0 �1�e�i(k+l)�r0��1�ei(k�l)�r0� ei(1��)l�r0K0(Æ+r0) : (50)From the disussion at the end of Setion 3 we know that the transversedistane between the outgoing quark an antiquark, r, is onjugate to thetransverse momentum u� (1� �)l. We therefore de�ne the sattering am-plitude for the prodution of a dipole of the size r by taking the Fouriertransform�0;�!(q�q)+� (q; r;k; l) � Z d2u(2�)2 e�i(u�(1��)l)�r �0;�!(q�q)+� (q;u;k; l) ; (51)and �0;�!(q�q)+� (q; r;k; l) = 2p2� �ssN2 � 1N ef [�(1 � �)℄3=2 jQ+j�ei(1��)l�r �1� e�i(k+l)�r��1� ei(k�l)�r� ei(1��)l�rK0(Æ+r)= p2 (2�)2�spN2 � 1N p�(1� �)�ei(1��)l�r �1� e�i(k+l)�r��1� ei(k�l)�r�	0+�(q + l; r; �): (52)Finally, the sattering amplitude of the dipole on a proton our result takesthe form:A�!(q�q)+� (s; �; r; l) = isp2�p�(1��)ei(1��)l�rN(x�; r; l)	0+�(q + l; r; �)(53)



3066 J. Bartels, K. Gole-Biernat, K. Peterswith the dipole sattering amplitude from (45). When transforming to im-pat parameter b, again the shifted variable b+(1��)l appears, the distanefrom the target enter to the quark. For the integrated and spin summedross setiond�d2� = 116�2s2 14� 1�(1 � �) 1Z0 d�Z d2u(2�)2 X�0� jA�!(q�q)�0� (s; �;u; l =�=2)j2 ;(54)we obtain after transforming to transverse oordinates:d�d�2 = 116� 1Z0 d� Z d2r X�0� 	0�0�(q + l; r; �) jN(x�; r; l)j2 	0�0�(q + l; r; �):(55)This generalises the well-known formula for the di�rative quark�antiquarkprodution in the forward diretion [1℄. In partiular, the integrated rosssetion for di�rative quark�antiquark prodution ontains the same dipolesattering amplitude as the elasti �p proess (45).7. ConlusionsIn this paper we have disussed the generalisation of the olour dipolepiture to the nonforward diretion. For the elasti sattering of two olourdipoles we found that the dipole ross setion depends upon the transversedistane between the ends of the two dipoles, and not between the entres ofthe two quark�antiquark pairs. This result also holds for di�rative vetorprodution. For open q�q-prodution, we on�rm the well-known result of theforward diretion: the integrated (over the transverse size of the produedquark�antiquark pair) ross setion is desribed by the square of the elastidipole ross setion.We believe that our �ndings might be useful in several respets. First,it may provide some guidane in modelling the b-dependene of the dipoleross setion. As we have indiated in our introdution, the b-dependenerepresents the mayor hallenge in understanding the transition from the re-gion of perturbative to nonperturbative QCD, and our formula may providea starting point along these lines. Seondly, our general expression for thenonforward impat fator will be of use also in eletroweak physis wherehigher order ontributions to vetor boson sattering are of interest [19℄.
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